An empirical assessment of Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial
equality in the context of a national transport investment plan
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Abstract
This study presents empirical insights into Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in
the context of decision-making regarding the composition of a national transport investment
plan. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first study worldwide which empirically
investigates citizens’ preferences for the spatial distribution of benefits accruing from a
transport investment plan. We conducted two Stated Choice experiments: one involving an
investment plan for travel time savings, the other involving an investment plan for traffic
safety. Our results show that in the context of travel time savings, a vast majority of citizens
has a strong preference for spatial equality. When the investment program involves traffic
safety improvements, the share of citizens that has a preference for spatial equality is
considerably smaller. Specifically, using a Latent class discrete choice analysis we identified
distinct segments. The first segment has a very strong preference for the investment program
having the largest total reduction in traffic deaths; the second segment assigns a substantial
value to an equal distribution of reductions of traffic deaths across the Netherlands. Highly
educated citizens are found to have a relatively strong preference for spatial equality as
compared to low educated citizens. Contrary to our expectations, explanatory variables such
as political orientation, income, car ownership and region of residence do not appear to
associate with citizens’ preferences for spatial equality.
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1. Introduction
The main criteria to evaluate transport policies and transport infrastructure projects concern
efficiency and equity (Rietveld et al., 2007). In virtually all western countries Cost-Benefit
Analysis (CBA) is used to evaluate the efficiency of large transport projects (e.g. Mackie et
al., 2014). CBA is also a popular research topic in transport literature. For instance, there are
several contributions that present a CBA of an (innovative) transport project (e.g. Cardell
1980; Nguyen-Hoang and Yeung, 2010; Rotaris et al., 2010; Saelensminde, 2004). Moreover,
the literature examines substantive problems and improvements of the CBA (e.g. Grahem,
2007; Mouter et al., 2013a) and several researchers have investigated the relation between
CBA and political decisions (e.g. Annema et al., 2017; Eliasson et al., 2015; Nellthorp and
Mackie, 2000; Mouter, 2016; Nyborg, 1998; Odeck, 1996, 2010; Sager and Ravlum, 2005).
Cost-Benefit Analysis is often criticized in the academic literature for ignoring equity and
other ethically important implications of policies (e.g. van Wee, 2012). Hence, over the past
decades, transport researchers and policy makers have devoted increasing attention to
questions about operationalizing and evaluating justice and equity aspects of transport policies
(Pereira et al., 2016). For instance, some researchers have explored the question what justice
means in the context of transportation planning (e.g. Martens 2016; Pereia et al., 2016).
Moreover, several scholars explore ways to include equity in the planning and evaluation of
transport policies, for instance, through reviewing how (different) justice principles can be
used to integrate equity concerns in the evaluation and planning of transport programs and
projects (e.g. Brodie, 2015; Golub and Martens, 2014; Karner and Niemeier, 2013; Khisty,
1996; Martens et al. 2012; Rietveld et al., 2007; Thomopoulos et al., 2009; van Wee and
Roeser, 2013). Equity analysis is however complex because there are several types of equity,
various ways to categorize people for equity analysis, numerous impacts to consider, and
various ways of measuring these impacts (van Wee and Geurs, 2011). For instance,
Thomopoulos et al. (2009) provide an overview of eleven equity categories that could matter
in ex ante evaluation of transport projects. Hence, the question arises which of these equity
categories are the most important ones in the evaluation of transport projects. Several
contributions in the existing literature identify ‘accessibility’ as the focal variable in the
analysis of equity of transport systems arguing that a transport system is fair when
accessibility levels do not differ too strongly across population groups (distinguished by, for
instance, income category, race or mode availability), or when those who are worse of have at
least a minimum level of accessibility to key destinations (e.g. Lucas et al., 2016; Martens et
al., 2012; Martens 2016; Pereia et al., 2016). For instance, Martens (2016, p. 125) concludes
that a transportation system is fair, if persons struck by various forms of accessibility-related
brute bad luck (e.g. travel-related impairments) are provided with a sufficient level of
accessibility. Since accessibility can be defined and operationalized in many ways and has
taken on a variety of meanings, various studies aspire to develop and apply adequate
accessibility indicators or explore what type of accessibility indicators are suitable for an
equity analysis in the field of transportation (e.g. Brodie, 2015; Martens and Golub, 2012;
Lucas et al, 2016; Neutens et al., 2010; van Wee and Geurs, 2011).
Interestingly, despite the emerging consensus among researchers that accessibility is
the most promising focal variable of distributive justice (e.g. Brodie, 2015; Martens, 2016;
Pereira et al., 2016), studies investigating political decision-making regarding transport
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projects established that politicians particularly regard ‘spatial equality’ of transport
investments as a key consideration in their decisions involving the allocation of investments
in a national transport program for infrastructure investments (e.g. Mouter, 2016; Fridstrøm
and Elvik, 1997; Sager, 2016; van der Hoeven, 2015). For instance, Dutch politicians argue
that it is fair to balance transport investments across the country to some extent, because all
over the country Dutch citizens pay taxes which makes it justifiable to improve citizens’
mobility all over the country (Mouter, 2016). Recently, the spatial fairness of the Dutch
National Program for Transport Investment (MIRT) was disputed as a result of the conclusion
of a Dutch study (BNR, 2016a) that 80% of infrastructure investments in the period 20102015 were located in the Randstad (urbanized region in the west of the Netherlands). For
instance, Dutch Member of Parliament Martijn van Helvert considered this distribution to be
unfair, arguing that 42% of Dutch citizens live outside the Randstad and 47% of the Dutch
GDP is earned outside the Randstad (BNR, 2016b). According to van Helvert, the ratio 80%20% of transport investments versus the ratio 53%-47% GDP earned is clearly out of balance.
Although there are several studies which establish that politicians prefer that transport
investments are equally distributed across the country to some extent, to the best of our
knowledge, no empirical study exists which elicits citizens’ preferences regarding spatial
equality of transport investments. The purpose of our study is ameliorating this gap in the
scientific literature by generating empirical insights on Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial
equality in the context of a national transport infrastructure investment plan through carrying
out two stated choice experiments.
We survey Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in the context of an
investment program which decreases travel times (Experiment 1) and an investment program
improving safety (Experiment 2). We decided to investigate citizens’ preferences for spatial
equality regarding these two effects because travel time savings and safety benefits are
regarded as central elements in the evaluation of transport schemes with a CBA (e.g.
Bahamonde-Birke et al., 2015; Mackie et al., 2001). For instance, Mackie et al. (2001) note
that travel time savings have accounted for around 80% of the monetized benefits within a
CBA. Because our study focuses on two effects we regard our study as an important first
empirical exploration of citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in the context of a transport
investment plan. Further research may study such preferences for other effects.
In our study, we also analyze whether the proportion of citizens who assign value to
spatial equality differs when the investment program involves decreasing travel times or
improving safety. Finally, we investigate whether preferences for spatial equality differ
between categories of people in the Dutch population. To do so, we employ Latent class
discrete choice models. Since in the Netherlands particularly politicians representing political
parties with a relatively large voter base in the relatively sparsely populated areas (e.g. the
Christian parties) convey the spatial equality argument (Mouter, 2016), we hypothesize that
Dutch citizens who vote for these parties and/or live in the relatively sparsely populated areas
have a relatively strong preference for spatial equality.
We contend that our study can be a valuable addition to the literature on equity of
transport systems which primarily focuses on fair distributions of accessibility levels. Our
investigation of citizen preferences regarding spatial equality of transport investments can
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contribute to the systematic inclusion of equity concerns in the design and evaluation of
transport policy options.
This paper proceeds as follows: section 2 discusses the conceptualization and
operationalization of the experiments. Section 3 discusses the data collection. Section 4
presents the results and, finally, section 5 provides conclusions and discussion.
2. Conceptualization and operationalization of the experiments
We selected Stated Choice (SC) as a methodology to infer citizens’ preferences concerning
spatial equality since SC is currently the dominant empirical approach to derive measures that
are used in the evaluation of transport projects, such as the Value of Time and the Value of a
Statistical Life (e.g. Börjesson and Eliasson, 2014; Hensher et al., 2009; Kouwenhoven et al.,
2014; Ojeda-Cabral et al., 2016). We also used studies in experimental economics which
investigate individuals’ preferences for equality as inspiration for the design of our SCexperiments. For instance, Andreoni and Miller (2002) employed a modified version of a
dictator game and found that respondents follow preferences ranging from perfectly selfish, to
utilitarian (maximizing total benefits for participants), to egalitarian (minimizing inequality
between pay-offs received by participants in the experiment). Stahl and Haruvy (2009) argue
that the results of their extensive-form games – in which participants are enabled to respond to
each other’s actions – are best reconciled with a behavioral model that incorporates selfinterest, efficiency and inequality aversion. Since studies in experimental economics identify
‘self-interest’ and ‘efficiency’ as important other motivations in experiments in which
individuals’ preferences for equality are analyzed, we constructed several SC experiments in
which respondents are asked to choose between transport policies/projects which differ in
terms of; 1) efficiency: total benefits for Dutch citizens (travel time savings or safety
improvements); 2) spatial equality: the extent to which the benefits accruing from the
transport policy/project were distributed in an equal way across regions; 3) self-interest: total
benefits in the region where the respondent lives/travels most kilometers.
2.1 Pilot surveys
Given that little guidance is available in the literature concerning empirically measuring
citizens’ preferences for spatial equality of transport policies we performed an extensive
pretesting of these SC experiments which involved several rounds of pilot surveys in which
respondents were interviewed about their understanding and perception of alternative
experiments, and were explicitly asked if particular experiments were realistic, intelligible and
meaningful. Below, we address how we translated insights from the pilot surveys into five
design objectives for the experiments.
Firstly, we decided to study Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in their
evaluation of the spatial distribution of benefits accruing from a (large) transport investment
program as a whole instead of their preferences for the spatial distribution of effects accruing
from specific transport projects within a transport investment program. The key reason for
this decision was that respondents were predominantly concerned about spatial equality in
their assessment of the composition of the national transport program as a whole.
Secondly, we decided to design SC experiments in which the extent to which benefits
from a transport investment plan are distributed in an equal way between the Randstad and the
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rest of the Netherlands differs between choice alternatives, since the political discussion in the
Netherlands specifically focuses on the question whether transport investments are fairly
distributed between the relatively sparsely populated parts of the Netherlands (North, East and
South of the country) and the densely populated Randstad (e.g. Mouter, 2016). Moreover,
respondents participating in the pilot surveys indicated that the intelligibility of the choice
tasks increased when the number of people living in both regions did not vary substantially
between the two regions. This was the most important reason to also include the province of
Flevoland – which is not a densely populated province – in the urbanized Randstad region.1
Figure 1 illustrates which areas of the Netherlands are allotted to Region A and Region B.

FIGURE 1: Demarcation Region A and Region B

Thirdly, we designed SC experiments in which respondents were presented with three
investment alternatives and were asked to recommend one of these alternatives to the
government. From the interviews we conducted after the pilot surveys we inferred that many
respondents indeed take the ‘aggregate benefits for the Netherlands’, ‘distribution of benefits
between regions’ and ‘benefits in their own region’ into account when making their choices.
For respondents it was easier to make a trade-off between these three motivations in SC
experiments with three alternatives than in the binary SC experiments we tested, since in
binary experiments it was unavoidable that one of the two choice alternatives outperformed
the other choice alternative on two criteria.2

1 In August 2016 8,119,787 Dutch citizens live in Region A and 9,314,130 Dutch citizens live in Region B,
(CBS statline, October 2016). Another argument to classify this province in the urbanized Randstad region is
that the two largest cities of Flevoland (Almere and Lelystad) are seen as commuter towns in which many people
live who work in Amsterdam.
2
We also considered to present respondents with four alternatives in each choice situation (one performing best
on aggregate benefits for the Netherlands, one performing best on spatial equality, one performing best on
benefits for Region A and one performing best on benefits for Region B). However, we believed it was too
demanding for respondents to choose between four choice alternatives.
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Fourthly, we decided to include choice situations in our experiments in which two
choice alternatives score best on one attribute (e.g. ‘aggregate benefits for the Netherlands’).
An observation from the pilot surveys was that a group of respondents always chose for the
alternative with the highest aggregate benefits for the Netherlands and another group of
respondents always chose for the alternative with the most equal distribution of benefits
between regions in the Netherlands. Including choice situations in our experiment in which
two choice alternatives score best on ‘aggregate benefits for the Netherlands’ allows us to
infer whether respondents who consider ‘aggregate benefits for the Netherlands’ to be the
most important criterion prefer an alternative with ‘a more equal distribution of benefits
across the country’ or an alternative with ‘the most benefits accruing to the region in which
they live/travel most kilometers’ provided that alternatives score equally on ‘aggregate
benefits for the Netherlands’.
Fifthly, we included choice situations in our experiments in which two alternatives
scored almost equally well on one attribute (e.g. ‘aggregate benefits for the Netherlands’), but
the second best alternative on this attribute scored substantially better on another attribute
(e.g. ‘spatial equality’). In the pilot surveys a relatively large share of respondents was
potentially non-trading on one of the attributes. Opting for this relatively complex design
objective allowed us to maximize the possibility of observing trading behavior, even when
respondents have a very high marginal utility for one particular attribute.
2.2 Experiments
To elicit preferences for spatial equality, we use two choice contexts: 1) an investment
program which decreases travel times (Experiment 1), and 2) an investment program
improving safety (Experiment 2). Experiment 1 and 2 are very similar in terms of the design:
the only difference is the choice context.
In Experiment 1, respondents were asked to choose between investment alternatives
that differ in terms of the total travel time savings for Dutch citizens accruing from the
investment program, and the extent to which the travel time savings accruing from the
investment program are distributed in an equal way across two regions (Region A and Region
B). Note that we used ‘difference from the mean’ to conceptualize ‘the extent to which travel
time savings are equally distributed’. More specifically, when in choice alternative X the
average inhabitant of Region A saves 12 minutes travel time and the average inhabitant of
Region B saves 2 minutes the ‘difference from the mean’ is 5 minutes. When in choice
alternative Y this distribution is 7 minutes versus 5 minutes (difference from the mean = 1
minute), alternative Y is superior on ‘spatial equality’, since the difference from the mean is
smaller than in alternative X. Figure 2 (in section 4) shows an example of a choice task in
Experiment 1.
In Experiment 2 respondents are asked to choose between three investment programs
which differ from one another in terms of the total number of traffic deaths saved (as opposed
to travel time savings) and the distribution of reductions in traffic deaths between Region A
and Region B. Figure 3 (in section 4) shows an example of a choice task in Experiment 2.
To identify candidate attributes for the choice experiments we carried out a new round
of pilot surveys. The attributes were selected based on the model results of the pilot surveys
and the feedback received from the participants in the pilot surveys. For instance, based on the
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comments of the participants in the pilot surveys we decided to use ‘12 minutes travel time
savings for the average inhabitant’ as the maximum attribute level in the choice alternatives
presented to the respondents in Experiment 1. Respondents negatively assessed the realism of
choice alternatives which would result in even larger travel time savings.
Given the complexity of our design requirements, we were not able to generate an
efficient design. Moreover, we were not able to generate and orthogonal design which
consisted of realistic choice situations according to respondents participating in the pilot
survey and, at the same time, corresponds with our design requirements. Realism of choice
situations is generally regarded as an important feature of good quality stated choice
experiments (e.g. Johnston et al., forthcoming; Rose and Bliemer, 2009), but we deemed the
realism of our experiments to be particularly important because choice tasks that were not
perceived as realistic representations of trade-offs that the Dutch government needs to make
were evaluated in a very negative way by respondents participating in the pilot surveys.
Hence, we created our design using a heuristic approach. That is, we tested a wide array of
choice tasks in the pilot surveys and selected the choice tasks that respondents participating in
the pilot surveys regarded as realistic trade-offs that the government needs to make. From
these choice tasks we selected six choice situations that were needed to meet the fourth and
the fifth design objectives of our experiments. To avoid the issues with non-traders that were
present in the pilot surveys, we included four choice tasks in the experiments that were
considered by respondents participating in the pilot surveys to be ‘tipping-point’ choice tasks.
With a tipping-point choice task we mean a choice task in which several respondents make a
different choice when compared with the choices they made in the other choice tasks. Choice
task 8 in Experiment 1 (see the appendix) is an example of a tipping-point choice task. In the
pilot surveys many respondents selected the choice option superior on ‘aggregate travel time
savings for Dutch inhabitants’ in this choice task although they selected the choice option
superior on ‘spatial equality’ in all the other choice tasks. The appeal of using a heuristic
design (instead of an orthogonal or efficient design) is that it is easier to adapt the
experimental design to respondents’ feedback. However, due to our choice to opt for a
heuristic design we may expect somewhat larger standard errors, than in case we would be
able to use an efficient (or orthogonal) design.
To increase the probability that respondents reflect their true preferences in the
experiments we designed so-called consequential experiments. Consequentiality implies that
respondents believe that their choices in a survey might have consequences in real life, for
instance, by influencing the agency’s final decision (Carson and Groves, 2007). Several
studies (e.g. Landra and List, 2007; Vossler and Evans, 2009) find that hypothetical bias
disappears in their experiment when the stated preference elicitation method makes
participants feel that their answers are more consequential. Zawojska and Czajkowski (2015)
recently established in a meta-analysis that if only the consequential studies are considered no
significant discrepancy between stated and true values exist. To ensure the consequentiality of
our experiment, we emphasized in the text that the government considers to use the results of
the experiment in their decisions concerning investments in transport projects. We deem this
to be defendable as the financier of our research (the province of Limburg) specified that they
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intended to consider the results of the experiment in their policies in their decision to fund the
research.3
Finally, note that the experiments which are completed by respondents in this study
are designed in a so-called “citizen context” rather than the more conventional “consumer
context”. Mouter and Chorus (2016) establish that the key distinction between citizen
preferences and consumer preferences is that they involve individual preferences inferred
from choices within different budget constraints. Namely, while consumer preferences
involve an individual’s preferences within his/her personal budget constraint (after tax
income), citizen preferences involve an individual’s preferences regarding the allocation of
the government’s budget.
3. Data Collection
The questionnaire consisted out of two major sections. Firstly, after reading through an
introductory text, respondents were asked to complete the ten choice situations. To prevent
ordering effects, the choice situations were presented in random order across respondents.
Since the text preceding the choice tasks is of key importance for our study, we choose to
repeat it for every choice task, to enable respondents to re-read it. In the second part of the
questionnaire, we asked respondents questions about their political orientation, preferred
mode of travel and about the location in the Netherlands where they live and the region in
which they travelled most kilometers in the last year. Moreover, we asked the respondents
what the most (un)important criterion was by the choices they made in the first part of the
questionnaire.
A survey company (TNS NIPO) was asked to draw two random samples of Dutch
citizens of 18 years and older. We did not necessarily ask the survey company to draw a
representative sample for this group of Dutch citizens, but it was important that all segments
in terms of age, education and income were represented and since we aspired to compare the
results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 it was also important that the socio-demographic
characteristics did not differ substantially between the two samples. Finally, we asked the
survey company to sample 50% of the respondents in Region A and 50% of the respondents
in Region B, since we also aspired to analyze the extent to which citizens living in these
regions have different preferences concerning spatial equality.
In the period March 8-March 13 2016 the survey company recruited 174 respondents
for Experiment 1 and 165 respondents for Experiment 2. The survey company provided us
with additional information about the socio-demographic characteristics of each respondent
(e.g. gender, age, income, car ownership and education). This data and the data gathered in
the second part of the questionnaire allows us to investigate whether preferences for spatial
equality differ between categories of people in the Dutch population. Table 1 presents the
social-demographic characteristics and political orientation of the respondents.

3

Note that the financier did not specify how they intended to use the results of our study.
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TABLE 1 Socio-demographics and political orientation

4. Results
4.1 Descriptive results
To illustrate the choices respondents made in the experiments in a descriptive way, we present
for one choice task of Experiments 1 and 2 respectively the number of respondents choosing
for each of the three possible choice alternatives (Figures 2 and 3). The same data for all the
ten choice tasks can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2 presents the number of respondents choosing in one choice task for
Alternative 1 (superior on ‘spatial equality’), Alternative 2 (superior on ‘travel time savings
for the average inhabitant of Region A’) and Alternative 3 (superior on ‘aggregate travel time
savings for Dutch inhabitants’ and ‘travel time savings for the average inhabitant of Region
B’).

FIGURE 2: Number of respondents choosing Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 in one choice task of Experiment 1.

Firstly, Figure 2 shows that most respondents recommended the investment program which is
superior on ‘spatial equality’ (Alternative 1) indicating that a substantial number of
respondents participating in Experiment 1 have a clear preference for spatial equality.
Figure 3 depicts one choice task of Experiment 2. Figure 3 also presents the number of
respondents choosing for Alternative 1 (superior on ‘traffic deaths saved in Region A’),
Alternative 2 (superior on ‘aggregate traffic deaths saved in the Netherlands’ and ‘traffic
deaths saved in Region B’) and Alternative 3 (superior on ‘spatial equality’).
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FIGURE 3: Number of respondents choosing Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 in one choice task of Experiment 2.

Firstly, Figure 3 shows that most respondents recommended the investment program which is
superior on ‘aggregate traffic deaths saved in the Netherlands’ and ‘traffic deaths saved in
Region B’ (Alternative 2). One-third of the respondents recommended the Alternative which
is superior on ‘spatial equality’ (Alternative 3). Note that this group is considerably smaller
than the group of respondents choosing for the ‘equality Alternative’ in the choice task of
Experiment 1 presented in Figure 2.
After completing the choice tasks respondents were asked what the most important
criterion and least important criterion was when making the choices. Table 2 presents the
respondents’ answers to this question. To illustrate, the third row of Table 2 shows that 22%
of the respondents participating in Experiment 1 mentioned ‘aggregate travel times saved in
the Netherlands’ as the most important criterion in their choices, 30% selected ‘travel time
savings in the Region in which they travel most kilometers’ and 48% ‘the distribution of
travel time savings between Region A and Region B’.
Since we expected a priori that respondents who live in Region B and respondents
voting for political parties which have a relatively large voter base in Region B (e.g. Christian
parties) have a relatively strong preference for spatial equality, Table 2 also shows the extent
to which respondents with different voting behavior in the previous election and respondents
living in Region A and Region B answer the question which criterion was most/least
important in their choices differently. Finally, Table 2 shows whether respondents with
different levels of education answer the questions differently, since a preliminary analysis of
respondents’ answers revealed interesting differences.
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TABLE 2 Most important and least important criterion in choices respondents

The answers of the respondents presented in Table 2 complement the results presented in
Figures 2 and 3, in that many respondents participating in Experiment 1 regard the
distribution of transport benefits between Region A and Region B to be the most important
criterion in their recommendations and that both ‘aggregate’ and ‘distribution’ are highly
important criteria in the recommendations of respondents participating in Experiment 2. It is
interesting to observe that only 7% of the respondents participating in Experiment 2 stated
that ‘traffic deaths saved in the Region in which they travel the most kilometers’ was the most
important criterion in their recommendation and 68% of these respondents stated that this was
the least important criterion. The importance of ‘benefits in own region’ seems to be lower for
the respondents participating in Experiment 2 than for the respondents participating in
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Experiment 1. Furthermore, Table 2 indicates that relatively many respondents participating
in Experiment 1 who voted for the Christian Democrats and respondents who live in Region B
select ‘the distribution of travel time savings between Region A and Region B’ as the most
important criterion in their choices, but the differences with respectively respondents who
voted for other political parties and respondents living in Region A do not seem to be
substantial. Another interesting observation is that relatively many highly educated
respondents participating in Experiment 1 and 2 selected ‘distribution’ as the most important
criterion in their choices. A final interesting observation is that we did not find a segment of
respondents participating in Experiment 1 (e.g. respondents voting for a particular political
party) for which it holds true that the largest share of respondents regarded ‘aggregate travel
times saved in the Netherlands’ as the most important criterion in their choices.
4.2 Latent class analysis
Next, we use Latent class discrete choice models to investigate heterogeneity with respect to
respondents’ preferences for spatial equality. To identify the optimal model, subsequent
models were estimated with 1 to 10 latent classes, see Table 3. Each class comprises of a
linear-additive Multinomial Logit (MNL) model. The BIC index – which weighs both model
fit and parsimony of the model (i.e. the number of estimated parameters) – indicates that the 9
class and the 8 class models are optimal for respectively Experiment 1 and 2. However, such
high numbers of classes are difficult to interpret and are susceptible to overfitting. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 4 for both Experiment 1 and 2 the Log-Likelihood does not improve
greatly after the 3-class models. As such, we decided to continue with the 3-class models for
both Experiment 1 and 2.
TABLE 3 Performance of Latent Class models
Context
No. classes
1-Class
2-Class
3-Class
4-Class
5-Class
6-Class
7-Class
8-Class
9-Class
10-Class

LL
-1588
-1297
-1179
-1138
-1117
-1099
-1087
-1076
-1070
-1059

Travel time savings
BIC(LL)
Npar
R2
3192
2630
2415
2353
2332
2317
2312
2313
2320
2320

3
7
11
15
19
23
27
31
35
39

0.1701
0.407
0.488
0.543
0.567
0.590
0.616
0.634
0.652
0.664

Class. Error
0.000
0.017
0.024
0.051
0.056
0.062
0.099
0.110
0.138
0.126
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LL
-1456
-1265
-1127
-1096
-1063
-1041
-1013
-1001
-992
-985

Traffic deaths saved
BIC(LL)
Npar
R2
2928
2566
2310
2270
2224
2199
2164
2160
2164
2169

3
7
11
15
19
23
27
31
35
39

0.225
0.394
0.501
0.545
0.574
0.584
0.614
0.629
0.640
0.650

Class. Error
0.000
0.035
0.047
0.057
0.056
0.074
0.057
0.090
0.077
0.125

Figure 4: Log-likelihood per observation for 1 to 10 classes
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the measurement model of respectively Experiment 1 and
2. The Wald statistics and the associated p-values indicate that all 3 marginal utilities are
significantly different from one another (across classes), in both experiments. The parameter
estimates show that there is substantial heterogeneity in respondents’ preferences for
efficiency, spatial equality and benefits of the transport investment plan in the region where
the respondent lives.4 Furthermore, t-values are reported, indicating whether parameters are
statistically significantly different from zero. As can be seen, most t-values are larger than the
critical t-value of t = 1.96. Based on the estimates we derived marginal rates of substitution5
between equality and efficiency which are presented in the final row of Tables 4 and 5.
Finally, given that we opted for a heuristic design approach, we made sure that all parameters
were properly identified. Specifically, we double-checked the correlation matrices to establish
that no identification issues occurred during estimation.6
Importantly, Table 4 reveals that when the transport benefits involve travel time
savings a substantial share of the Dutch citizens (class 1 = 54%) has a strong preference for
spatial equality. This group in the Dutch population derives, relatively speaking, a high
marginal utility from a relatively more equal distribution of the travel time savings accruing
from the investment program across the country. The marginal rate of substitution between
‘equality’ and ‘aggregate’ is statistically significantly different from zero for this group of
respondents, implying that they are willing to give up aggregate travel time savings for a more
equal distribution of travel time savings across Region A and Region B. More specifically, the
members of class 1 are willing to give up 2.3 minutes of aggregate travel time savings for
Dutch inhabitants for a 1 minute reduction of the difference between the travel time savings
gained in Region A and Region B from the mean travel time savings, but note the relatively
4

Note that we also analyzed respondents’ preferences for efficiency, spatial equality and benefits of the transport investment
plan accruing to inhabitants of the region where the respondent travelled most kilometres last year. Since, ‘the region where
the respondent lives’ and ‘the region where the respondent travelled most kilometres last year’ were highly correlated using
either one of these two conceptualizations of ‘self-interest’ did not lead to different results. Hence, we decided to only use
one of the conceptualizations in the presentation of our results.
5
Since we use linear-additive MNL models, the marginal rate of substitution is given by the ratio of the parameters. Standard
errors are derived using the Delta method (see Daly et al., 2012)
6
We thank one anonymous reviewer for this useful suggestion.
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large standard error.7 For members of class 2, the marginal utility for aggregate travel time
savings is not found to be significantly different from zero. As such, members of this class
only make trade-offs between the extent to which travel time savings are distributed between
Region A and Region B and the travel time savings accruing to inhabitants of the region in
which they live. Since for members of class 2 the marginal utility for travel time savings
accruing to inhabitants of the region in which they live is relatively high compared to the
members of the other two classes we coin this class as ‘Strong Region’. Finally, Members of
the smallest class (class 3 = 13%) derive a relatively low marginal utility from the extent to
which travel time savings are distributed between Region A and Region B when compared to
the members of class 1 and class 2. Since the members of class 3 derive a comparable
marginal utility from the aggregate travel time savings for the Netherlands, distribution of
travel time savings across the country and travel time savings for inhabitants of their own
region we label members of class 3 as ‘Traders’.
TABLE 4 Results Latent Class analysis Experiment 1

B_Aggregate = marginal utility of aggregate Travel time savings in Region A and Region B;
B_OwnRegion = marginal utility of Travel time savings accruing to inhabitants in the respondents’ region of residence;
B_Equality = marginal utility of unbalance of the distribution of the Travel time savings between Region A and Region B. In
this context, unbalance of the distribution is operationalized as the difference from the mean.

7

One of the explanations for the relatively large standard error might be that we used a heuristic design.
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TABLE 5 Results Latent Class analysis Experiment 2

B_Aggregate = marginal utility of aggregate Traffic deaths saved in Region A and Region B;
B_OwnRegion = marginal utility of Traffic deaths saved in the respondents’ region of residence;
B_Equality = marginal utility of unbalance of the distribution of the Traffic deaths saved between Region A and Region B.
In this context, unbalance of the distribution is operationalized as the difference from the mean.

Table 5 reveals that when the transport benefits involve a reduction of traffic deaths a
substantial class of Dutch citizens (class 1 = 44%) has a strong preference for spatial equality
in the context of an investment program improving safety. This class also assigns a significant
value to a reduction of the total traffic deaths saved in the Netherlands and the number of
traffic deaths saved in their own region. Hence, we label this class as ‘Traders’. Members of
class 2 have a very strong preference for the investment program with the largest aggregate
reduction in traffic deaths and these individuals derive a very low marginal utility from a
balanced distribution of traffic deaths saved across the two regions. The smallest (class 3 =
19%) is a relatively noisy class. Therefore, we label this class as ‘unclear’. Only the number
of traffic deaths saved in the region of residence appears to significantly explain the choices
of the respondents belonging to this class.
Finally, results show that respondents’ choice behaviour is not similar across the two
experiments. For instance, class 2 in Experiment 1 constitutes of decision makers that
consider ‘Aggregate’ not to be a relevant attribute and ‘Own Region’ and ‘Equality’ to be
relevant attributes, whereas in Experiment 2 no such class is identified.
4.2.1 Explaining heterogeneity
A key feature of Latent Class discrete choice models is its membership model. In the
membership model observable characteristics of the decision-makers are used to explain
membership of a particular class, potentially providing behaviour insights (Hess et al,. 2011).
Tables 6 and 7 show the estimation results for the class membership models. Various sociodemographic variables that might explain class membership were investigated (e.g. Age,
Income, Education, Car ownership, Preferred mode of travel and Gender) alongside with two
variables from which we a priori expected that they would explain class membership: Region
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of residence (A or B) and Political orientation. However, somewhat surprisingly, only
‘Education’ was found to explain class membership in both Experiment 1 and 2. The other
variables were found highly insignificant in explaining class membership.8
Specifically, in both Experiment 1 and 2 high level of education is positively
associated with a particular class this being class 1. In both experiments respondents
belonging to class 1 are characterized by having a strong and significant preference for a more
equal distribution of travel time savings/reduction in traffic deaths across Region A and
Region B when compared to respondents belonging to the other two classes. Moreover, in
both experiments class 3 is associated with low levels of education and respondents belonging
to this class derive a relatively low (and for Experiment 2 a statistically insignificant)
marginal utility from an equal distribution of benefits of the transport investment program. In
sum, the class membership model reveals that when Dutch citizens are high (low) educated
they have a high (low) probability of belonging in class 1 which is associated with a relatively
strong preference for spatial equality. Likewise, when Dutch citizens are low (high) educated
they have a high (low) probability of belonging in class 3 which is associated with a relatively
low preference for spatial equality.
TABLE 6 Class membership model Experiment 1

TABLE 7 Class membership model Experiment 2

Based on the parameter estimates the profile of the education level of members of the three
classes can be calculated. Table 8 shows the latent class profiles. For example, an individual
belonging to the first class has a probability of 44% of having a university education.
TABLE 8 Latent class profiles Experiment 1 and 2

8

We had no information about whether or not respondents are daily commuters. Hence, we were not able to test whether this
explains class membership. However, because related variables – car ownership and preferred mode of travel – were highly
insignificant, we have no reason to believe that including ‘commuting behaviour’ in the Latent Class Analysis would
significantly affect our main conclusions.
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5. Conclusion and discussion
5.1 Conclusions
This study presents empirical insights into Dutch citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in
the context of decision-making regarding the composition of a national transport investment
plan. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first study worldwide which empirically
investigates citizens’ preferences for the spatial distribution of benefits accruing from a
transport investment plan. Our results show that in the context of travel time savings, a vast
majority of Dutch citizens has a strong preference for spatial equality. Yet, when the
investment program involves traffic safety improvements the share of citizens that have a
preference for spatial equality is considerably smaller. Moreover, using Latent class analysis
we investigate the presence of heterogeneity in the Dutch population with respect to
preferences for spatial equality in the context of a national transport investment plan.
Somewhat surprisingly, only ‘Education’ is found to explain class membership. Highly
educated citizens are found to have a relatively strong preference for spatial equality as
compared to low educated citizens. Contrary to our expectations, explanatory variables such
as political orientation, income, car ownership and region of residence do not appear to
associate with citizens’ preferences for spatial equality.
Section 5.2 discusses results of this study and proposes avenues for further research.
Section 5.3 addresses considerations regarding the incorporating of Dutch citizens’
preferences for spatial equality in the design and appraisal of transport projects.
5.2 Discussion and further research
Our study provides convincing evidence that a substantial part of Dutch citizens has a
preference for spatial equality in the context of a national transport investment plan. However,
we have not been able to infer accurate estimations (as reflected by the relatively large
standard errors) of the marginal rate of substitution between the spatial distribution of
transport benefits across the Netherlands and the aggregate transport benefits for the
Netherlands (i.e. travel time savings and traffic deaths saved). Hence, we regard our study as
an important first empirical exploration of citizens’ willingness to trade efficiency for spatial
equality. We believe a next logical step would be to try to measure the marginal rate of
substitution between the spatial distribution of transport benefits across the Netherlands (or
another country) and the aggregate transport benefits for the Netherlands (or another country)
more accurately, e.g. by replicating this study using a larger sample.
Moreover, we recommend further research into underlying explanations of
individuals’ preferences for spatial equality in the context of decision-making regarding the
composition of a national transport investment program. Johansson-Stenman and Konow
(2010) outline that individuals’ preferences for an equal distribution can emerge for a variety
of reasons (e.g. preferences for proportionality, responsibility, need and equality). We
hypothesize that ‘proportionality’ might be an important rule underlying individuals’
preferences for spatial equality, since politicians underpin their argument for a more equal
distribution of transport investments across the country by claiming that proportionality
should be maintained between agents’ inputs (e.g. their contributions in terms of taxes) to the
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outputs they receive (e.g. benefits accruing from a transport investment program), see the
introduction of this paper. Inferring the extent to which ‘proportionality’ and/or ‘need’ are
paramount rules underlying our findings can be investigated through carrying out experiments
in which; 1) respondents receive information concerning current travel times/risk levels in the
two regions (to investigate the importance of ‘need’); 2) ‘contributions in terms of taxes’
differ between the two regions (to investigate the importance of ‘proportionality’). Moreover,
we contend that underlying explanations of individuals’ preferences for spatial equality can be
investigated through asking respondents about the reasoning that lies behind their choices.
In addition, we think it is interesting to scrutinize how our finding that highly educated
individuals are found to have a relatively strong preference for spatial equality can be
explained. We think that a plausible explanation is that it was difficult for low educated
respondents to understand the experiment in which they participated which resulted in the
adoption of relatively simple and easy to comprehend decision rules (most benefits for the
Netherlands or most benefits in my region) compared to decision rules underlying
individuals’ preferences for spatial equality (e.g. proportionality).
Another interesting direction for further empirical research is investigating the extent
to which our results are generalizable to other contexts. Firstly, we recommend a replication
of this study in other countries/cultures to investigate the extent to which individuals’
preferences for spatial equality differ between countries/cultures. Secondly, we recommend a
replication of this study for other effects accruing from transport projects than safety and
travel time (e.g. comfort, reliability, health and noise pollution) and also to other ethical
notions than spatial equality (e.g. mitigating inequality in accessibility levels between, for
instance, income groups). Another empirical question is whether we would find the same
results if we would design the experiment in a consumer context. That is, a ‘willingness to
pay attribute’ such as ‘additional contribution from your after tax income in euros’ is added to
the experiments. Perhaps, the intensity of respondents’ preferences for spatial distribution will
be weaker in a consumer context.
Finally, we think it is interesting to investigate whether the findings of this study are a
plausible explanation for the fact that many researchers did not find a significant statistical
relation between the final indicator of CBA studies (e.g. net present value or benefit-cost
ratio) and political decisions (e.g. Annema et al. 2017; Eliasson et al. 2015; Odeck, 2010). It
is conceivable that politicians who want to do justice to the preference of citizens for an equal
distribution of transport benefits across regions will assign limited or no value to the results of
applied CBA, since the final indicator is insensitive to the distribution of welfare in society.
5.3 Considerations regarding the implications of our results for the design and appraisal of
transport projects
Our study primarily contributes to the academic literature by providing empirical insights in
individuals’ preferences for spatial equality. However, we contend that it is not obvious that
our results should be directly translated into actual policy making because several other
theories and methods can be used as a point of departure to evaluate the importance of spatial
equality in the composition of a national transport investment plan (e.g. van Wee, 2012; van
Wee and Roeser, 2013). To give an example, Kantian philosophers might argue that the
results of our choice experiments have limited normative value as the respondents were asked
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to evaluate the choice options solely based on their consequences. For instance, a fundamental
critique of the renowned Kantian philosopher Mark Sagoff (1988) on economics in general,
and choice experiments in particular, is that the reasons people give for their views regarding
the consequences of policy options are not counted in the analysis. Sagoff (1988) contends
that in choice experiments and contingent valuation studies individuals are represented as
‘channels’ or ‘locations’ were ‘bundles of preferences’ can be found. He argues that the
Kantian approach, on the other hand, asserts that policy recommendations are to be judged on
the basis of individuals’ reasons rather than their wants or preferences. The central idea in a
Kantian approach to ethics is that some values are more reasonable than others and therefore
have a better claim upon the assent of members of the community as such (Sagoff, 1988).
According to Sagoff the Kantian approach makes individuals the ultimate source of policy –
but it submits policy to their judgment rather than deriving it from their preferences (our
italics). He states that this approach treats people with respect and concern insofar as it
regards them as thinking beings capable of discussing issues on their merits. Kantian
philosophers such as Sagoff content that individuals should deliberate and then seek to
achieve together a conception of the good life society because economic tools, such as choice
experiments, deny the educative function of political discussions or persuasion. For instance,
Sagoff (1988, p. 27) notes: “through public conversation we are able to assess goals we
attribute to ourselves as a community – as opposed to preferences we might pursue privately.
Our system of political representation may be the best available device for deciding on shared
values.” Kahane (2013) observes that so-called ‘armchair philosophers’ take a more radical
position than Sagoff arguing that fairness judgments should not be inferred from deliberations
between non-philosophers. These philosophers content that fairness judgments should be left
to the reflective judgments of ethicists, who are trained to define fair distributions through a
back and forth between particular fairness intuitions and general moral principles (Kahane,
2013).
Taking a final stance in the debate concerning the extent to which policies should be
based on individuals’ preferences inferred from choice experiments, the community’s shared
values obtained from deliberative processes or philosophical reasoning lies far outside the
scope of this paper. However, in line with ideas of Sen (2009) we think that results inferred
from empirical experiments such as choice experiments should complement and not replace
public deliberation. Results from empirical studies are helpful (see de Jong and Geerlings,
2003; Mouter et al., 2013b; Mouter 2017), but also deliberation, or more generally: the
process, matters because citizens’ judgments can be influenced by deliberation and people
may value their role in decision making, regardless the outcomes (van Wee, 2012). Following
Johansson-Stenman and Martinsson (2008), we believe that the results of our study, at the
very least, provide valuable input for deliberative processes and philosophical reasoning
concerning a fair distribution of effects accruing from a transport investment program (across
the Netherlands). For instance, the observation that a larger proportion of (Dutch) citizens’
has a preference for spatial equality when the benefits involve travel time savings than when
the benefits involve safety improvements – and that these preferences do not appear to be
associated with political orientation, income and region of residence – might facilitate a more
informed and nuanced discussion regarding the importance of spatial equality in the design
and appraisal and decision-making regarding transport policies.
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More generally, we agree with Chorus (2015) that it is worth exploring in further
research how choice experiments can be used to gain new insights into the moral decision
making of citizens and politicians, and at the same time, explore how ideas from the moral
decision making literature may be used to enhance the behavioral realism of choice
experiments. Chorus (2015) observes that a growing group of scholars from the ethics
community and adjacent fields has been arguing for the need to do experimental, data-driven
research into moral judgment and decision-making (e.g. Bauman et al., 2014; Kahane, 2013).
For instance, Kahane (2013) notes that empirical evidence could serve as a tie-breaker,
tipping the balance by identifying which of the competing moral principles in some domain is
the one that is in fact causally operative. Furthermore, Chorus (2015) surveys how choice
experiments can add a rigorous empirical perspective to moral philosophy, by enabling the
econometric identification of decision strategies based on observed choices (made in real life
or experimental conditions). To increase the behavioral realism of choice experiments in
contexts with a moral dimension we propose to explore the added value of choice experiments
that allow for rich deliberation and reflection among respondents before they conduct the
choice tasks (‘deliberative stated choice experiments’) and investigate the extent to which,
amongst others, citizens, philosophers and politicians regard results inferred from such choice
experiments as more relevant input for decision-making than conventional choice
experiments.
Another point for discussion concerns the implications of the results obtained from
this study for standard appraisal tools such as Cost-Benefit Analysis. To the best of our
knowledge, there are currently no countries that systematically include citizens’ preferences
for spatial equality in the appraisal of transport projects. In practice, CBA reports at best
provide information concerning the spatial distributional consequences of specific transport
projects/policies by reporting the net present value of the project/policy under scrutiny for
specific regions or by providing a ‘winners and losers’ table in the report (e.g. Annema et al.,
2007; HEATCO, 2006). Hence, a remaining question that we will address below is whether
citizens’ preferences for spatial equality in the context of an investment program should be
incorporated into applied welfare analysis (particularly Cost-Benefit Analysis) and, if so,
how? Below, we discuss two possible answers to this question.
Johansson-Stenman and Konow (2010) argue that individuals’ utility derived from
perceived distributional concerns, such as spatial equality, should count in a welfare analysis,
since there are no good arguments why individuals’ utility derived from perceived fairness
concerns should count less than the same amount of utility derived for any other reason.
Various scholars argue that a practicable method for incorporating individuals’ distributional
concerns in a social welfare analysis involves combining Cost-Benefit Analysis with
distributional weights (e.g. Adler, 2012, 2013; Boadway and Bruce, 1984; Dasgupta and
Pearce 1972; Dreze and Stern 1987). The implication of incorporating individuals’
preferences for spatial equality in applied welfare analysis through distributional weights is
that projects from which benefits accrue to regions which receive relatively less benefits from
the national investment program in infrastructure projects are likely to be relatively more
attractive from a societal point of view when compared to projects from which benefits accrue
to regions which receive relatively many benefits from the national investment program in
infrastructure projects.
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A well-known argument against incorporating individuals’ distributional concerns in
applied welfare analysis conveyed by Harberger (1978) is that if policy makers want to
consider distributional concerns in their decisions, they should always consider to achieve this
goal through amending the tax policy instead of using distributional weights in Cost-Benefit
Analysis because from a societal point of view amending the tax policy is more efficient than
handling this particular distributional goal via government projects such as building roads or
public parks. More specifically, the preference of Dutch citizens identified in this study
should be handled – according to the line of arguing of Harberger – by the tax system and the
results should have no implications for the appraisal of transport projects. Following
Harberger’s argument policy makers might consider to diminish (increase) the taxes paid in
the regions of the Netherlands that receive relatively few (many) transport benefits from
government projects. Another change in the tax system one can think of is a full
decentralization of the taxes (and investments) concerning infrastructure projects. That is,
regions are charged with the responsibility of investments in transport projects and also raise
local/regional taxes for transport investments.
For the period of time in which it is not clear if and how the empirical insights derived
from this study should be integrated into applied welfare analysis, we recommend to inform
politicians and civil servants who are charged with composing (national) infrastructure
investment programs about the spatial distribution of transport benefits accruing from an
investment program to better enable them to consider both the aggregate benefits of the
investment program and the distribution of benefits across regions in their decisions.
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Appendix A
Appendix Table 1 presents per choice task: 1) for each choice alternative the travel time
savings for inhabitants of Region A and Region B; 2) the characteristic(s) on which the
alternative of the investment program was the superior alternative; 3) the percentage of
respondents who recommended an alternative of the investment program. To illustrate, for
choice task 1 Alternative 1 of the investment program results in 12 minutes time savings and
1 minute of time savings for inhabitants of Region A and Region B respectively. The choice
alternative is superior on: ‘aggregate time savings for Dutch inhabitants’ and ‘time savings for
inhabitants Region A’ and 29% of the respondents recommended this investment program.
Appendix Table 1: choice situations and number of respondents choosing choice alternatives experiment 1
1

2

3

4

5

Alternative 1
Time Savings Reg. A: 12 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 29%
Time Savings Reg. A: 2 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 9 min.
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 13%
Time Savings Reg. A: 7 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 5 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 59%
Time Savings Reg. A: 6 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 4 min.
Superior on: Equality

Alternative 2
Time Savings Reg. A: 1 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 11 min.
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 22%
Time Savings Reg. A: 6 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 6 min.
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 66%
Time Savings Reg. A: 4 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 8 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 29%

Alternative 3
Time Savings Reg. A: 6 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 3 min.
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 49%
Time Savings Reg. A: 12 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 22%
Time Savings Reg. A: 9 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 13%

Time Savings Reg. A: 10 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Reg. A

Resp. choosing Alternative: 29%
Time Savings Reg. A: 12 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.

Resp. choosing Alternative: 18%
Time Savings Reg. A: 11 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 3 min.

Time Savings Reg. A: 5 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 7 min.
Superior on: Aggregate, Equality
and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 53%
Time Savings Reg. A: 4 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 4 min.
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6

7

8

9

10

Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 15%
Time Savings Reg. A: 1 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 9 min.
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 9%

Superior on: Aggregate
Resp. choosing Alternative: 32%
Time Savings Reg. A: 12 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 2 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 25%

Time Savings Reg. A: 7 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 9 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 45%
Time Savings Reg. A: 9 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 3 min.
Superior on: Aggregate
Resp. choosing Alternative: 50%
Time Savings Reg. A: 5 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 5 min.
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 63%
Time Savings Reg. A: 1 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 12 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 18%

Time Savings Reg. A: 2 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 12 min.
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 17%

Superior on: Equality and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 53%
Time Savings Reg. A: 6 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 8 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 66%
Time Savings Reg. A: 8 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 6 min.
Superior on: Equality and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 39%

Time Savings Reg. A: 10 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 11%
Time Savings Reg. A: 1 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 10 min.
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 18%
Time Savings Reg. A: 4 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 5 min.
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 51%

Time Savings Reg. A: 3 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 5 min.
Superior on: Equality and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 39%
Time Savings Reg. A: 8 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 1 min.
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 19%
Time Savings Reg. A: 10 min.
Time Savings Reg. B: 2 min.
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 32%

Appendix Table 2 presents per choice task: 1) for each choice alternative the reduction of
traffic deaths per year in Region A and Region B; 2) the characteristic(s) on which the
alternative of the investment program was the superior alternative; 3) the percentage of
respondents who recommended an alternative of the investment program. To illustrate, for
choice task 1 Alternative 1 of the investment program results in 23 traffic deaths saved in
Region A and 2 traffic deaths saved in Region B respectively. The choice alternative is
superior on: ‘aggregate traffic deaths saved in the Netherlands’ and ‘traffic deaths saved in
Region A’ and 36% of the respondents recommended this investment program.
Appendix Table 2: choice situations and number of respondents choosing choice alternatives experiment 2
1

2

3

4

Alternative 1
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 23
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 2
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 36%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 7
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 31
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 9%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 15
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 13
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 60%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 13
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 10
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality

Alternative 2
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 4
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 18
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 9%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 20
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 20
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 56%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 10
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 18
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 32%

Alternative 3
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 12
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 12
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 55%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 40
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 1
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 35%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 22
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 3
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 8%

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 20
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 2
Superior on: Reg. A

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 11
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 14
Superior on: Aggregate, Equality
and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 81%

Resp. choosing Alternative: 10%
Resp. choosing Alternative: 9%
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5

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 30
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 6
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 5%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 2
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 16
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 5%

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 26
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 13
Superior on: Aggregate
Resp. choosing Alternative: 71%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 18
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 3
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 21%

7

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 11
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 6
Superior on: Equality and Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 15%

8

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 9
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 11
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 45%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 11
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 6
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 5%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 6
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 10
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 59%

Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 7
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 12
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 75%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 20
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 1
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 11%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 5
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 15
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 61%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 8
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 7
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 31%

6

9

10
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Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 15
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 15
Superior on: Equality and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 24%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 10
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 11
Superior on: Aggregate and
Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 73%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 1
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 14
Superior on: Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 10%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 2
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 20
Superior on: Aggregate and Reg. B
Resp. choosing Alternative: 45%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 10
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 8
Superior on: Equality
Resp. choosing Alternative: 33%
Traffic deaths saved Reg. A: 12
Traffic deaths saved Reg. B: 2
Superior on: Reg. A
Resp. choosing Alternative: 10%

